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Abstract
An architected material is a class of materials that provide new properties and behaviors different from those of
bulk materials that the "material" is made of based on its architecture (geometry). With the progress of
computational modeling and advanced fabrication technologies such as 3D printing, there have been active studies
to investigate novel properties and behaviors that can give us new opportunities for engineering applications. In my
presentation, I will introduce two examples of architected materials that we can control dynamic behaviors by
harnessing deformation. Structures made of soft materials such as elastomers can make a large change of their
architectures in response to stimuli. If excessive deformation is applied, structures can undergo dramatic changes of
the architecture and may form new patterns. The non-linear behavior of highly deformable structures can change
their functionalities through dramatic geometric rearrangements. In my presentation, I will talk about how we can
harness behaviors of soft periodic structures for tunable elastic wave propagation and reversible energy absorption
by design, fabrication, and characterization of architected materials.
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